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homas Hardy's achievement as a novelist has always been
problematic so far as generic definition goes. On the one hand, he
composed fiction during a period when the high realist mode was
dominant; on the other hand, he saw himself as essentially a poet whose
prose-writing captured the 'eternal spirit' of poetic drama. Consequently, the experience of reading Hardy often arouses the conflicting
impression that his works strive to put forward a universal vision about
life at the same time as they reveal a keen understanding of the social
and historical specificities of their subjects. For those who regard the
'universal' as nothing more than the falsification of an historical
consciousness, there is no difficulty in doing away with this aesthetic
tension altogether. "The absolute is nothing but the fixation of
thought", writes Georg Lukacs; "it is the projection into myth of the
intellectual failure to understand reality concretely as an historical
process". I Just as cultural-materialist critics, like Jonathan Dollimore
and Catherine Belsey,2 have arb'l.Jed that the universalist tendency in
Renaissance drama is actually a dialectical strategy aimed at subverting
(or subserving, as the new historicists are more liable to suggest) a political-materialist reality, so the pugnacious Hardyan theorist Peter
Widdowson has argued in a similar vein that for Hardy's "tragedy" one
should read "social satire", and that the professed "socialistic" theme of
Hardy's abandoned first novel, "The Poor Man and his Lady", can in
fact be traced in his oeuvre from his first published novel, Desperate
Remedies, to his last published novel, Jude the Obscure. as part of a lifelong campaign to subvert tragic humanism by pretending to endorse it.'
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The theoretical rationale behind Widdowson's revisionist reading
of Hardy ought to be familiar to anyone who has observed the
changes in English studies in the past thirty years or so. One might
summarise (with the inevitable simplification) the methodological
divides between literary studies and cultural studies as the divides
between the relevance and the irrelevance of authorial 'intention'; the
aesthetics and the politics of literature; the integrity of meaning and
the artifice of meaning, and the unity/continuity and disunitylheterogeneity of cultural history. Nothing is more unhelpful for promoting
English studies as a pluralistic discipline, however, than the argument
that the relation between "old" and "new" critical theories is one of
mutual exclusion and consecutive displacement." If there is justice in
the post-structuralist belief that all critical positions necessarily reveal
their proponents' particular biases, one cannot then logically assume
that the cultural theorists are any less partisan or selective in what
they say about history and literature than their predecessors; and the
argument that the 'absolute'represents a long-sighted failure to see the
historical is only valid insofar as the counter argument that the 'particular' is a short-sighted flXation on the historical is also valid. Taking
issue with Widdowson's assumption that the sole justification for resurrecting a dead author is to turn him into either a Marxist-socialist
pioneer or mercenary apologist of Victorian capitalism, I would argue
it is the mark of a great writer that he recognises the complexities of
ideological contlicts, and is able to explore them profoundly through
the potent medium of narrative art. And it is on the basis of this conviction that I will try to define the particular quality of Hardy's tragic
creation in The Mayor ofCasterbridge.

One common traditional approach to The Mayor of Casterbridge has
been to sec it as a straightforward Victorian reworking of a
Sophoclean tragedy, in which the consequences of the central
protagonist's act of violation are played out on an existential stage of
divine retribution and natural restoration. John Paterson's essay "The
Mayor of Casterbridge as Tragedy" is one of the first and most elaborately argued examples of this school of reading, and the condition
that Paterson stipulates as being fundamental to all tragic literature
is the writer's belief in "the existence of a moral order, an ethical
substance, a standard of justice and rectitude, in terms of which
man's experience can be rendered as the drama of his salvation as
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well as the drama of his damnation".5 Many commentators have since
taken issue with the prescriptive formalism of Paterson's 1959
reading. Marxist-oriented critics especially have worked hard to
redress what they saw as a disproportionate critical interest in the
'metaphysical' side of Hardy's fiction by mounting their revisionist
'sociological' interpretations. Even before Paterson's essay was
published, Douglas Brown had dismissed the existence of any
inviolable "natural order" in the novel and put forward the
"agricultural crisis" of 1870-1900 as the real "centre of the book"."
And among more recent critical accounts, one might point to
Michael Valdez Moses' '~gon in the Marketplace: The Mayor of
Casterbridge as Bourgeois Tragedy"? as a sophisticated example of a
Marxist-materialist attempt at demystifying the novel as an existential humanist tragedy by laying bare the process of Hardy's construction of a 'metaphysical' backdrop to disguise an otherwise mundane
history of bourgeois life.
It would undoubtedly be foolhardy for anyone nowadays to
endorse Paterson's account absolutely and dismiss the significance
of the sociological concerns of the nove!. In the preface, Hardy
freely admits that the tale is based on three facts in history: "the
sale of a wife by her husband, the uncertain harvests which
immediately preceded the repeal of the Corn Laws, and the visit of
a Royal personage to the aforesaid part of England".R No responsible
critic can afford to ignore, avoid or refute Hardy'S acknowledgement. But a frank confrontation with the issues that this specificity
of locality raises need not lead one to the opposite conclusion that
nothing is beyond the materialist reality of sociology. While a
critical strategy that consists of broadly paraphrasing the story and
laboriously accumulating references to contemporary history might
allow a critic to arrive at the satisfactory conclusion that he has
caught Hardy out in the act of artificially constructing a "bourgeois
tragedy", it accomplishes very little in the way of capturing the
imaginative power and aesthetic effect of the nove!'" And readers
who aren't content with the facile explanation that the tragic mode
is relevant to the tradition of nineteenth century fiction only insofar
as it allowed a novelist to market his writing to a middle-class readership with petty pretensions to high culture, might prefer to
explore Hardy's historicism by pondering his own explications on
the matter in his general preface to the 1912 Wessex Edition of his
novels.
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In the preface, Hardy justifies his creation of a "partly real, partly
dream"lll country of Wessex as the setting of his stories by making a
significant allusion to Greek tragedies:
I considered that our magnificent heritage from the Greeks
in dramatic literature found sufficient room for a large proportion of its action in an extent of their country not much
larger than ... \X!essex, that the domestic emotions have
throbbed in Wessex nooks with as much intensity as in the
palaces of Europe, and that ... there was quite enough
human nature in Wessex for one man's literary purpose.' J

Topographical specificity is, as Hardy sees it, instrumental in
conveying the continuity of human experience, and the fabric of society
is intended to provide an integrated environment against which the
drama of "elementary passions"J2 is played out. Examples from
The Mayor might help to illustrate what he means. The famous
references to the Roman invasion and the Amphitheatre in chapter X I
establish the concrete historical context, the "partly real" dimension, of
the novel; but they also serve important symbolic functions that
contribute to creating the "partly dream" qualities of the novel, here
serving as a powerful interlude to the emotionally charged scene of
Hcnchard's and Susan's reunion after twenty-years of separation.
It would certainly be wrong to project the novel's setting into the. realm
of a timeless continuum in which historical reality plays no part; but it
would be equally wrong to explain away the emotional resonances of the
characters' experience by reductively making cultural politics the sole
determining factor of every action and decision made by the author and
his characters.
A definition of tragedy offered by American playwright Arthur
Miller might at this point be cited to further the understanding of
Hardy'S approach to his tragic fiction. In Miller's view, the
"operations of ... social laws of action" found in modern tragedies can
reveal as much about human passion as the "tribal law administered by
gods with names" found in ancient tragedies. "The lasting appeal of
tragedy", Miller summarises, "is due to our need to face the fact of death
in order to strengthen ourselves for life". iJ Hardy's ambition, one might
argue, was to do for nineteenth century English realist fiction what
Miller subsequently did for twentieth century American realist dramato create an aesthetic form which "varies" from ancient drama, but
which nevertheless shares with ancient drama the impulse to affirm life
in the face of death.
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II
After pointing out the three historical events that serve as cornerstones of the story, Hardy makes a further comment in the Preface:
"{t]he story is more particularly the study of one man's deeds and
character than, perhaps, any other of those included in my Exhibition
of Wessex life",'J a statement that he corroborates elsewhere with the
observation that "it is not improbabilities of incident but improbabilities of character that matter".I~ What this emphasis on "character"
might be taken to mean is that history and sociology are meaningful to
Hardy's artistic purpose not only in terms of their status as external
happenings, but also in terms of their being symbolic
projections of the internal experiences of his human protagonists.
A newspaper account of the sale of a wife is thus transformed into an
act of violation that simultaneously reveals the self-assertion and selfhatred of the central "character"; the uncongenial climate preceding
the passing of the Corn Laws is employed as a catalyst to produce a
sequence of events that demonstrates the effect of the character's
instinct for survival and process of self-destruction; the event of the
Royal Visit marks the culmination of the character's social defeat,
leading him to the attempt to murder his rival which paradoxically also
brings about his anagnorisis and "unmanning". The importance of
historical reality is always subsidiary to the importance of emotional
effects, which is also why a painstaking attempt at documenting
history can neither repudiate nor account for the powerful creation of
Henchard as a tragic "character".
If the particular achievement of Hardy as a Victorian novelist is,
as Jeannette King argues, his success in balancing "two apparently
opposing tendencies-the universal and elemental aspects of tragedy
[and] the contemporary realities of the novel",'f. it might be more
particularly remarked of The Mayor ofCasterbridge that this mediation
between "universality" and "specificity" is further manifested in
Hardy's interrogation of the interrelation between the ideas of
"character" and "fate". The description of Henchard's reaction to his
discovery of Susan's posthumous letter about the true parentage of
Elizabeth-Jane provides a succinct summary of this tension:
Henchard, like all his kind, was superstitious. and he
could not help thinking that the concatenation of events
this evening had produced was the scheme of some
sinister intelligence bent on punishing him. Yet they had
developed narurally.17
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Here two distinct sets of explanations are offered for Henchard's
predicament. On a universal, symbolic, and religious level, Henchard
is punished for flouting divine and natural laws, according to which
the rainstorm, Susan and the Furmity woman are agents in the
morality tale of an old sinner receiving his just desert-"some sinister
intelligence bent on punishing him". On a particular, realistic, and
rational level, Henchard is defeated by the scientific and practical
methods of industrialisation, by Farfrae's youthful and expert
manipulations of events, by old age, sheer bad luck, or mere cause
and effect-"[everything] had developed naturally". It is crucial to
recognise that it is precisely the tension between these two views
that Hardy wishes to explore in the novel.
This conflict between realistic and metaphysical explanations is
not only located within Henchard's psychology but also within the
narrative itself, where Hardy the poet, artist and myth-creator can at
times be seen as working in direct conflict with Hardy the
philosopher, sociologist and historian. The episode of Henchard's
visit to the weather-prophet Fall in chapter XXVI is a particularly
instructive instance of this tension. Hardy introduces the episode in
the strain of a historical and social commentator:
The farmer's income was ruled oy toc wheat-crop within
his own horizon, and the wheat-crop by the weather.
Thus, in pcrson, he became a son of tlesh-barometer ...
The local atmosphere was everything to him; the
atmospheres of other countries a matter of indifference.
The people, too, who were not farmers, the rural
multitude, saw in the god of the weather a more
important personage than they do now. Indeed, the
feeling of the peasantry in this matter was so intense as to
be almost unrealisable in these equable days. IX

The novel seems at this point to be adopting the tone and style of a
documentary, and the passage might well have been taken from the
pages of a contemporary journal of the period.'~ It acknowledges the
reader's presence, and assumes a specific elass of readership through
the reference to the "rural multitude" and "these equable days".
It presents a balanced historical overview of the insular state of
English agriculture prior to the repeal of the Corn Laws, when local
farmers could still afford to ignore foreign events. But at the same
time, the passage is used only as a preamble to the description of
Henchard's visit to the weather-prophet. When the narrative reaches
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this point, it changes abruptly from documentary mode to narrative
mode, from the specificity of a social-historical context to a
ballad-like or fairy-tale mysteriousness:
In a lonely hamlet a few miles from town-so lonely
that what arc called lonely villages were teeming by
comparison-there lived a man of curious repute as a
forecaster or weather-prophet. The way to his home
was crooked and miry-even difficult in the present
unpropitious season. One evening when it was raining
so heavily that the ivy and laurel resounded like distant
musketry, and an out-door man could be excused for
shrouding himself to his cars and eyes, such a shrouded
figure on foot might have been perceived travelling in
the direction of the hazel-copse which dripped over the
prophet'S cot. 20

The contrast between the two passages is obvious: the first passage is
informative, the second passage is evocative; the first passage is
grounded within a specific historical and social moment, the second
passage creates an atmosphere that is timeless and archetypal;
the first passage builds up to an argument, the second passage builds
up to a mysterious stranger's appearance. The shrouded figure who
emerges from the rain turns out to be Henchard, but the mythic
atmosphere does not end with the revelation of his identity:
Henchard discovers on arriving at the hovel that the weatherprophet has already anticipated his visit and has set an extra dinner
plate for him. A narratorial tension is thus created by the implication
of the possibility that both naturalistic and symbolic explanations arc
valid. The fact that Fall himself is presented as a wise, congenial and
dignified eccentric, rather than a crazy old man living off the charity
of a fetishistic rural community, further makes it problematic for
readers to stereotype him as an ogre or to explain away his power
anthropologically as a product of superstition.
One might at this point introduce the pre-eminent Victorian realist
George Eliot's Silas Marner by way of furthering our discussion of
Hardy. Eliot's role as the voice of Victorian humanism is well known,
and the way in which she reconciles the conflict between social realism
and providence contrasts markedly with the way in which a humanist
tragedian such as Hardy approaches the subject. The opening pages of
Silas Marner are in many ways strikingly similar to the passages quoted
above from The Mayor. Eliot's opening sentence-
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In the days when the spinning-wheels hummed busily in
the farmhouses ... there might be seen in districts far
away among the lanes ... certain pallid undersized men,
who, by the side of the brawny country-folk, looked like
the remnants of a disinherited race

-similarly adopts a documentary tone and assumes a genteel class of
readership. The opening passage builds up to the introduction of the
eccentric Silas, at which point, this narrative, too, can be said to
adopt a tone that summons up the aura of a fairy-talc:
In the early years of this century. such a linen-weaver
named Silas Marner, worked at his vocation in a stone
cottage that stood among the nutty hedgerows near the
village of Raveloe, and not far from the edge of a deserted
. ~I
stone-pit.

Eliot, however, is primarily concerned in her novel with reconciling
the realistic and the metaphysical clements in order to validate the
moral meaning of life: the comparable stories of Silas Marner and
Godfrey Cass resolve themselves in the 'men's receiving of their just
deserts both symbolically and naturalistically, and the result is a
moral fable that at the same time constitutes a humanist assertion.
Hardy, by contrast, takes great pains to problematise the moral of
his story and ironise the idea of Henchard's getting his just deserts.
The realistic and symbolic elements do not unite to serve a moral end,
as they do in Eliot's novel, but arc suspended in ironic juxtaposition.
The events subsequent to Henchard's visit to Fall leave entirely open
the question of the weather-prophet's power. Fall predicts foul
weather; Henchard accordingly stocks up on the wheat, but grows
suspicious and sells early; then the weather really turns bad and
Henchard loses the lot. Is the forecast of Fall a fluke, or is Henchard's
reckless impatience the cause of his ruin? The realist interest of the
narrative locates the metaphysical interpretation in Henchard's
mind-"[t}he movements of his mind seemed to tend to the thought
that some power was working against him"22-bur the symbolic thrust
of the narrative refuses to rule out the validity of Fall's prediction or
the possibility of Henchard's being punished by a divine judgement.
It would be as wrong to admit the powers of Fall absolutely as it would
be to deny them unequivocally. Both responses are needed to expose
and enlarge the central contradictions in Henchard's character: on the
one hand, he is endowed with a "modern" sensibility---eonfident,
competitive, defiant, forward-looking, energetic; on the other hand, he
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is burdened with an "archaic" sensibility-self-judging, shame-ridden,
with an affection for past associations and an atavistic belief in a
retributive moral order. He is both rational and atavistically emotional,
having rashly committed himself to the ethos of unconditional
progress while remaining acutely a man of the past. And it will take the
rest of the novel to work through this tragic contradiction.

III
A significant episode, which further amplifies the tension between
naturalistic and metaphysical causes, is the attempted suicide of
Henchard at Blackmoor Vale and its interruption by the spectacle of
the skimmington-puppet floating on the river (XLI). The power of
symbolism complicates, while not exactly displacing, the naturalistic
explanation in this key episode, and Henchard's response to his
biological and social paternity reveals that his capacity for love is
both repulsively selfish and deeply sympathetic. The scene in chapter
X LI recalls the moment in chapter XI X, when Henchard approaches the river after reading Susan's letter and identifying traces of
Newson's features in Elizabeth's face. Henchard's discovery that he
docs not "own" his daughter biologically fills him with a sense of loss.
His misery is projected onto his surroundings: the distant gallows
which has the "missing feature"'l of a corpse symbolises
Henchard's wish to die. At this point, he doesn't understand his own
motive and he asks himself: "why the deuce did I come here!",2J
which also registers the death of his emotional self. In the second
scene, Henchard goes to the river with the intention of ending his
life because of his feeling of inevitable displacement, after Newson
has returned to reclaim his daughter. This time, however, Henchard's
intention is foiled by the appearance of a corpse and it leads him to a
moment of self-recognition: the puppet is in his own shape and
dressed in his mayoral clothes, registering the death of his social self.
"The sense of the supernatural was strong in this unhappy man", we
are told: "he .turned away as one might have done in the actual
presence of an appalling miracle".'5 His wish to die paradoxically
leads to his reconciliation with Elizabeth, who agrees to move in
with him after learning of his suicide attempt. This is followed by
what seems to be a spiritual and emotional rebirth for Henchard:
Then Hcnchard shaved for the first time during many
days, and put on clean linen, and combed his hair; and
was a man resuscitated thenceforward ....
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Despite [the] natural solution of the mystery,
Henchard no less regarded it as an intervention that the
figure should have been floating there. Elizabeth-Jane
heard him say, "Who is such a reprobate as I! And yet it
seems that even I be in Somebody's hand!"2t'
Arguably this would not be an inappropriate place for the novel to
conclude, and if Hardy had allowed this version of events to
transpire, Henchard's experience would not then be entirely
dissimilar to the experience of many of his fellow repentant sinners
in Victorian fictions, such as, for example, Charlotte Bronte's
Rochester, who is finally brought to marvel at God's tempering of
"judgement with mercy".27
But whether fate is intent on playing a cruel joke on Henchard, or
whether there is no God at all in this agonistic world, Henchard's life
is doomed to end differently.2~ The first sentence of the next chapter
in the wake of his "enlightenment" immediately deflates any sense of
a miraculous intervention:
But the emotional conviction that he was in Somebody's
hand began to die out of Henchard's breast as time slowly
removed into the distance the event which had given that
fecling birth.2~
Henchard's new found faith in God turns out to be merely an
illusion, and his moment of positive enlightenment is soon replaced
by the novel's return to wholly naturalistic events. And in accordance
with the idea that "character is fate", Hardy denies any explicit
correspondence between religious and social laws, ethical and
emotional consistencies. The roles of culprit and accuser are
intermingled and inseparable: the immoral man who sells his wife is
also the penitent who punishes himself with an oath; the misogynist
who threatens to expose his mistress' sexual indiscretion is also the
man of "moods, glooms, and superstitions" whose "heart smote him
for having attempted reprisals on one of a sex so weak',;-l u the furious
madman who tries to murder his enemy is also the man who retreats
in shame at the very moment that success is within his reach"God is my witness," he tells Farfrae, "that no man ever loved
another as I did thee at one time".11 Henchard the sinning devil
consistently takes on the role of his own punitive god. His impulse to
get rid of Farfrae as a suitor to Elizabeth by revealing her illegitimate
birth is prevented by his own conscience: "Gnri forbid such a thing!
Why should I still be subject to these visitations of the devil, when I
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try so hard to keep him away?";" and later, his inability to cease
yearning for the love of his step-daughter is ironically attributed to
"God's ingenious machinery for reducing human possibilities of
amelioration to a minimum":H Convenient as it is to dismiss these
references as artificial intrusions, such an approach misses what they
highlight about Henchard's character; the internal conflict of a man
whose lawless desire and superstitious belief in justice are warring
within him, and who finds that there is no straightforward course to
right that he can take. It is Henchard's will to make himself into a
"better" man that takes him closer to a complete destruction of
himself, and his spiritual rebirth ultimately prepares him only for
another kind of doom.
Against the optimistic tradition of Victorian humanist literature,
Hardy can be seen as committing himself to complicating the
nineteenth-century reworking of poetic justice. The sinner, after
being chastened into a reverence for God, is not allowed to settle
into a secure possession of that knowledge. The "moral order of the
universe" combines with the naturalistic course of events to bring
him down even after his repentance. Elizabeth-Jane's significant
answer to her stepfather's belief in divine judgement-"I don't think
there are any miracles nowadays"·\4-str ikes the chord of the
irreversible change that is taking place in this society; her remark
registers the disappearance of a world view which used to provide
moral guidance and authority, but which has now become no more
than a superstition. In Eliot's version, the social and the providential
combine for a moral effect: social progress in the form of the
draining of Stone-pits coincides with the punishment of Godfrey.
And the uncertainty of Silas' remark to his adopted daughter"things will change, whether we like it or no"l~-is resolved in
Eppie's ability to combine filial duties and marriage; the image of the
flower garden on which the novel ends is symbolic of the fruitful
combination of the values of the past and future:\A In Hardy's
version, the naturalistic and the religious explanations combine to
produce an unresolved tragic tension: Henchard is sinning but he
also redeems himself by his sins; the commercial acumen and
technological ingenuity of Farfrae bring Henchard down but serve no
moral purpose at all, and Elizabeth-Jane's marriage to Farfraesymbolic of the triumph of "civilisation" over "nature"-displaces her
stepfather from the centre of the community.
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IV
It will be clear from my discussion so far that neither the argument
that the novel is a kind of Victorian justification of the will of God to
man (Paterson's reading), nor the argument that it is a mundane
bourgeois biography draped in Classical-mythological trappings
(Moses' reading), does adequate justice to the subrlety and richness of
Hardy's artistic endeavour, or the complexity of his ambivalent conceptions of the cause and effect of human actions. Seeing everything as
historically determined is ultimately as unhelpful in understanding
Hardy's tragedy as seeing everything as providentially determined:
both modes of seeing simplify in the interests of a particular kind of
consistency the actual fissures and tensions which it is the unique
capacity of tragedy as an an form to identify, accentuate and
interrogate without vacillation or obfuscation.
Hegel famously defines tragedy as the conflict between two equally
justifiable and unilateral forces,37 and one of the significant tragic issues
of The Mayor of Casterbridge is its exploration of two conflicting views
of the world--Qne religious, the other rationalistic-that might be
seen firstly as being internalised in the struggles of Henchard's
"character", secondly as being externalised in the action of Henchard's
and Farfrae's rivalries, and thirdly as being integrated in the narratorial
strategy of generic interplay between "poetry" and "realism". I have
already touched upon this third strategy in my analysis of the episode
of Henchard's visit to Fall, and its significance might be further
elucidated by examining the way in which Hardy invokes and reworks
established tragic conventions for his creative purpose. An emblematic
instance is Henchard's suicide attempt in H1ackmoor Vale, which leads
to his rescue by and reconciliation with Elizabeth-Jane, a reconciliation
which also signals the temporary re-burgeoning of his emotional self:
"Fathcr-I will not leave you alone like this'" she cried.
"May I live with you, and tend upon you as I used to do? ....
"May you come to me'" he cried bitterly. "Elizabeth, don't
mock mel If you only would come!"
"I will," said she.
"How will you forgive all my roughness in former days?
You cannot!"
"I have forgotten it. Talk of it no more...38
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This conversation carries an unmistakable resonance of Lear's
reconciliation with Cordelia:
Lear:

You do me wrong to take me out

Cordelia:

0 look upon me, sir:
And hold your hand in benediction o'er me ....

Lear:

Pray do not mock me ....
If you have poison for me I will drink it.
I know you do not love me, for your sisters
Have, as I do remember, done me wrong.
You have some cause; they have not.

Cordelia:

0'

the grave ....

No cause, no cause.'

Hardy's allusions to Lear in the novel have been noted by many
commentators, and one could chart the development of critical
attitudes to Hardy from enthusiastic adulation of the novel's
"Shakespearean" quality in older criticisms to cynical dismissal of
their artificial imposition on the novel in recent criticisms. nut
merely praising or denigrating Hardy's Shakespearean allusions is
not enough. For a proper appreciation of the novel, one must try to
understand how Hardy appropriates Lear to further his own
dialectical purpose; how adaptation and borrowing become
integration and innovation; and how the potential problem of
combining the tragic mode into the realist mode is wrought into a
problematising strategy that finally expresses the particular tragic
concern of the novel.
One of the striking parallels between Shakespeare's play and
Hardy's novel is that the emotional centre of both works is located
in the figure of a pious and meditative young woman who
disregards social triumphs, in marked contrast with the erring
tragic hero. Elizabeth-Jane is initially the victim of Henchard's
materialistic desires as much as Cordelia is the victim of Lear's
attempt to materialise love into a calculable asset. And one of the
most important moments of Henchard's anagnorisis concerns
Elizabeth:
It was an odd sequence that out of all this tampering with
social law came that flower of Nature, Elizabeth. Part of
his wish to wash his hands of life arose from his perception of its contrarious inconsistencies-of Nature's jaunty
readiness to support unorthodox social principles.~n
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Yet surely one of the greatest ironies of the novel is that at the
very moment that Henchard the ambitious sinner is educated into
humane values, she who is "the flower of Nature" switches her
allegiance to support the very orthodox social principle of marrying a
man of wealth and social standing. In effect, she exchanges roles with
Henchard, gaining a social identity at the moment that he loses his.
And this is where Hardy might be seen most radically to revise
Shakespeare's play and that play's conception of Cordelia as an agent
who "redeems Nature from the general curse".41 In Lear, Shakespeare
arguably mounts what might be called a humanist validation of the
value of life: the two competing views of life, as dramatically
juxtaposed in Gloucester's superstitious belief in planetary influence
and Edmund's rationalistic belief in amoral autonomy,42 are undermined and displaced in the course of the drama by Lear's recognition
of the value of Cordelia's "nothing"-a word embodying the power of
an unconditional love that at once defies logical calculation, resists
rational explication, and refuses conversion into something material.
Lear is educated into the meanings of selfless love and forgiveness,
and the fact that the woman who speaks "nothing",43 and loves for
"no cause",44 finally dies-in flagrant contravention of providentiality
and poetic justice-for "nothing" as well, is the play's ultimate way of
challenging us into seeing love not as means to an end but as
"the thing itself"..l5 In The Mayor, on the other hand, Hardy modifies
the condition of tragic experience by pragmatically accommodating
it to the realist-domestic novel: in the modern world, accidental
death is less likely to occur than something is to triumph over
nothing; the complication of familial relations opens up new
possibilities of "love" even as it gives rise to new forms of conflicts
and problems, and Henchard's tragic knowledge must spring from
his confrontation with the fact of Elizabeth's successful social
integration without him.

v
It is typical of ideologically-driven accounts of literature that they
are often most ingenious where they are also most blatantly
inaccurate: two competing accounts of the direction in which
Elizabeth-Jane's character matures provide a telling instance for
analysis. Readings that cynically condemn her as a mouthpiece of
patriarchal morality,.l" and readings that heartily endorse her as an
embodiment of constructive femininity,47 are comparable in their
44
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seemingly radical provIsion of a "revisionist" perspective on the
text; but their originality, it must be said, is also made possible by a
common willingness to obfuscate the most important motivation
governing Elizabeth's decision to marry Farfrae. The reason that
Elizabeth-Jane chooses as she does is not so much that she is an
infallible agent of conscience, or a patriarchal apologist who is
dazzled by the Scotsman's social elevation, or even a sentimental
martyr who is eager to fulfil the death wish of her mother. Rather, it
is because she recognises the inevitability of change and accepts the
necessity of the past's making way for the future. Earlier, the
narrative describes Elizabeth's achievement of a conclusive wisdom
about life:
She had learnt the lesson of renunciation, and was as
familiar with the wreck of each day's wishes as with the
diurnal setting of the sun .... Continually it had happened that what she had desired had not been granted
her, and that what had been granted her she had not
desired. So she viewed with an approach to equanimity
the now cancelled days when Donald had been her
undeclared lover, and wondered what unwished-for thing
Heaven might send her in place of him.~x

Elizabeth's serene acceptance here stands in ironic contrast with
Henchard's torturous self-discipline, but Hardy also subjects his
heroine's stoicism to another ironic twist: so absolutely does
Elizabeth subscribe to the lesson of renunciation, that when
Heaven sends her an "unwished-for thing" in the person of Farfrae
again, she accepts the offering without resistance.~9 Recognising
that the ultimate form of renunciation is the renunciation of her
ideal, Elizabeth chooses to join the prosaic husiness of life rather
than remain above it. 50 The problem is that her self-sacrifice also
involves sacrificing Henchard, and renunciation is thereby
transformed by Hardy into a form of moral compromise which is
strikingly different from the more ideal form it is prone to assume
in George Eliot's conception of ethical experiences. The woman
who religiously laments the passing away of traditional rural life"[t}hen the romance of the sower is gone for good"51-will marry the
man who is responsible for introducing the threshing machine into
Casterbridge, accepting the fickleness of her lover's affection and
the general trend of social progress as regrettable but necessary
conditions of what is, in Farfraean idiom, "the way of the warrld".52
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Elizabeth-Jane's willingness to resolve conflicts sensibly makes her
a survivor. But it is also this willingness that excludes her from being
involved in a tragic conflict, where such a resolution is denied.
It finally takes the isolation and destruction of Henchard to produce
an anagnorisis that is worthy of the complexity and grandeur of a tragic
epiphany. In such critical discourse as Michael Valdez Moses', which
insists on measuring tragic heroism exclusively in sociopolitical terms, the irrelevance of the final stage of Henchard's life to
the political concerns of Casterbridge is necessarily seen as a failure
on Hardy's part to graft the heroic dimension of Classical tragedy
onto a Victorian mercantile setting-so much so, that the
memorable scenes depicting Henchard's self-banishment and
returning to attend Elizabeth's wedding can be written off as "empty
theatrical gestures",~.1 and even the spectacle of Abel Whittle's loyalty
to his former master can be explained away as revealing the
sentimental naturalisation of power-relations in an agricultural
society. Whatever ideological insights such a reading yields, they offer
poor compensation for what they fail to address. This reading signally
fails to respond to the profound internal drama of Henchard's
emotional struggles and the extraordinarily varied consistency with
which Hardy captures that "idiosyncrasy" which "had ruled [Henchard's] courses from the beginning".5 J
The pitiable fearfulness of Henchard's character is so powerfully
realised in these episodes that their culmination in the moment of
his death contributes strongly to the impression that what we
witness is indeed made of "the same stuff that his whole life was
made of"55: the contradiction of his fatalistic fear of rejection and
his craving for affection; his totally irrational yet totally believable
sense of need to reclaim the love of his step-daughter; his painful
confrontation with Elizabeth-Jane where the intensity of his
feelings for her is balanced by his inability to express those feelings,
and where his attempt to explain away his sins paradoxically leads
to his perception that an explanation would constitute a greater sin
than a silent admission; the "proud superiority" with which he
takes leave of her which at the same time springs from his
magnanimous consideration of her "discomposure";5h his
association with the lonely caged bird which rewrites the "two
birds in a cage" paradise that Lear idealistically envisages as sharing
with Cordelia, and which gives poignant expression to the former
mayor's unvoiced yearning; the single-minded resolve of his final
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act of self-effacement as reported in Abel Whittle's awkwardly
moving elegy, and his leaving behind him the uncompromising
instructions in his Will~7 that finally reaffirms his stamp as a man of
character who "meant what he said".~R
Surely a method of interpretation that has to validate itself by
dismissing all these impressions and experiences as "superimposition"
leaves something to be desired. Far from being arbitrary, the final
pages of the novel achieve a momentum of tragic inevitability whose
effect on readers one might appropriately describe in the
Aristotelian terms of "pity" and "fear". The straightforward reporting
of Whittle's commentary summarises the singleness of Hencharo's
vision in the final moments of his life: he no longer moves in a circle
like the "Canadian woodsman"/'! but, knowing his course, walks
straight into the heart of the wilderness until he collapses from sheer
exhaustion. Henchard's experience has travelled full circle both symbolically and structurally: he begins with a piece of paper (the ballad
sheet) and ends with a piece of paper (his Will); he begins by
renouncing "nature" and ends by "s[inking] in the eanh".M) The
finality of his anagnorisis is such that he can no longer find consolation
in religion: the sinner who was once able to begin his life anew by
making an oath in '! chapel dies as a man who will rest in his own
judgement, stipulating that he be buried not in sacred ground and that
no sexton toll his funeral bell. As a tragic protagonist, however, Henchard's negation also constitutes an assertion; his violation, his
redemption.~' The fullness of his humanity is revealed in his willingness to relinquish Elizabeth-Jane to his rival, his total forgiveness of
her cruel rejection, and his citation of her welfare as the foremost
condition of his Will. On this point, Elizabeth is surely wrong to weep
for what she calls her stepfather's "bitterness",~2 for if there is one
thing that redeems Henchard's offences, it is his willingness to care
unconditionally for the young woman who is no daughter of his.
He reminds her before he leaves Casterbridge to remember that
"though I love 'ee late I loved 'ee well","\ and in the end, he doesn't
repeat his love aloud but offers her his mute blessing. In this version
of the Lear story, it is the sinner who loves and is silent.'"
Just as Shakespearean tragedy conventionally offers a moment of
respite following the death of the tragic protagonist, in which the
surviving characters attempt to come to terms with the overwhelming spectacle to which they have borne witness, so Hardy's
novel also includes a restorative rationale in the form of Elizabeth47
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jane's concluding meditation on the condition of her survival
without her step-father. It would be a mistake, however, to
interpret Hardy's apparent adherence to this tragic convention as a
blandly imitative gesture rather than as the appropriative technique that it is. Determined to score an ideological point at the
expense of a 'dead author', the cultural-materialist critic George
Wotton interprets Elizabeth-jane's triumphant social ascendancy
as an achievement which Hardy intends his readers to accept as
validating the "unity and harmony and universality" of her rationalistic consciousness, and which it takes Wotton's own theoretical
apparatus to expose as being "put into contradiction by images of
suppression, domination, contlict".b~ Yet reading Wotton, one
cannot help marvelling at the confidence with which such a critic
sets out to deny Hardy and claim for himself perspicacity on an
issue that the novel's tragic argument seems to have directly
anticipated and confronted. It has often been said that Elizabethjane's role in the early part of the narrative (a role which she
significantly chooses to abandon when she agrees to marry Farfrae)
resembles an objective observer and surrogate narrator.f>6 If this
argument holds true, then Elizabeth's act of dismissing Henchard
in favour of Farfrae might also be interpreted. as symbolic of her
creator's own reluctant accession to the modern values that the
new mayor of Casterbridge embodies.
Through Elizabeth, then, Hardy is implicitly acknowledging his
involvement in the modern world in spite of his guilt at
dissociating himself from his rural origin and his lamenting of the
disappearance of a way of life that he cherishes. Elizabeth-jane's
awareness of the limitation of her philosophy thus also echoes
Hardy's self-critical acknowledgement of the distance that lies
between his privileged position as a respectable man of letters and
the harsh experience of rural life that forms the subject of the bulk
of his writing. The shared inability of author and heroine to resolve
this contradiction makes them the communicators rather than the
protagonists of tragic conflicts."7 Hut it is also the negative
experience of a tragic protagonist like Henchard that ultimately
enables a life-affirming wisdom to be articulated by the spectator
in the "general drama of pain".6' One might recall Elizabeth's early
aspiration to become a "better woman"-one "of wider knowledge,
higher repute""Y-and observe that while she finds "respectability"
from marrying Farfrae, it is solely through her association with the
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sinning Henchard that she becomes a "better" woman. Her
morality and philosophy are softened with a humane wisdom as a
result of her participation, albeit only in a spectator's role, in the
latter's tragedy.

VI
This paper has tried to identity and clarity some of the formal and
thematic characteristics that make The Mayor of Casterbridge
quintessential of a late nineteenth century tragic novel. If Arthur
Miller was right to define the primary function of tragedy as the
affirmation of the sanctity of life in the face of death, he was
probably also right to remind us that "[olver and above this function
of the tragic viewpoint, there are and will be a great number of
formal variations which no single definition will ever embrace".7/1
One of Hardy's most distinctive contributions to the formal
variations in English tragedy is undoubtedly his powerful and original
appropriation of the themes, nuances and emotions of the tragic
drama for the medium of the realist novel.
In "Candour in English Fiction", the first of two articles Hardy
contributed to the journal New Review in the early ,890s, he deplores
the constraints on artistic freedom that fiction writers of his day had
to endure on account of the prudish censorship exercised by
publishers, editors and reviewers. As his argument develops,
however, Hardy also widens the scope of his attack to include the
aesthetic objective of his literary peers and criticises what he sees as
their reluctance to recognise tragedy as a viable genre for dealing
with issues of contemporary life. The best method of presenting the
"prevalent views of life", Hardy argues, was "by a procedure mainly
impassive in its tone and tragic in its developments":
Why the ancient classic and old English tragedy can be
regarded deeply ... and the modern novel cannot be so
regarded; why the honest and uncompromising
delineation which makes the old stories and dramas
lessons in life must make of the modern novel, following
humbly on the same lines, a lesson in iniquity, is to some
thinkers a mystery inadequately accounted for by the
difference between old and new. 71

In explicitly relating the "old" dramas to the "new" novels, and in
rejecting the determination to see a disjunction between them as
something "inadequately accounted for", Hardy affirms his belief
49
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that the preoccupations which are found in the former medium are not
merely compatible, but also continuous, with the preoccupations
expressed in the latter medium. While contemporary thinkers like
George Eliot and J. S. Mill tried to counter the social and intellectual
problems they saw around them by actively searching for rational and
humanitarian solutions, Hardy's way of dealing with these problems
was partly to revert to the collective wisdom of the past, to draw
inspiration from older forms of literature, and to extract from them a
tragic solution that might be applicable to his examination of
contemporary issues. "Perhaps great tragedy", writes Robert N.
Watson, "is that which resists history and retains humanity". J,
On the strength of the tragic achievement of The MayorofCasterhridge,
one might reasonably say that, despite its unfashionableness, this is an
observation that Hardy would have found agreeable.
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